Construction Support Services
Radian Generation offers construction support services for solar, wind and energy-storage projects.

No matter what phase developers and constructors are in—preconstruction, notice to proceed (NTP), mobilization, or
construction—Radian offers expert technical advisory, compliance, and consulting services. Radian can manage the
paperwork, AP/AR and submissions to ensure your projects meet all the requisite regulatory deadlines and hit the
guaranteed project milestones.

Developer Support and Advisory Services
Radian Generation’s developer and owner support services during
late stage development include:

»

Performance modeling

»

ISO new resource registration

»

SCADA design analysis

»

Regulatory filings

»

Financial AP/AR management

»

NERC GO training and registration

WHO CAN BENEFIT?
• Financial Investors
• Developers
• EPC’s/Contractors
• Independent Power Producers

Construction Period Consulting

• Asset Operators

Radian Generation draws on its regulatory and compliance technical
resources and expert staff to provide:

• Asset Owners

»

Construction management support

»

Interconnection review

»

NERC CIP/cybersecurity

»

ISO compliance (ERCOT, PJM, etc.)

»

SCADA/IT/OT audits

»

NERC GOP coordination

Radian By The Numbers
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Compliance To Support Construction
Radian Generation’s experienced compliance team provides guidance every step of the way, from project planning
during development to implementation of new compliance programs and from ongoing compliance management
to supporting the successful execution of reliability audits. Radian leverages its regulatory background and
industry knowledge to streamline and simplify the process. Its expertise ranges from federal regulatory
requirements to those of state and regional transmission organizations. These offerings include:

»

Construction period compliance

»

CAISO NRI support

»

NERC/FERC/MBR filings and compliance

»

NERC program review

»

NERC GO registration

»

ERCOT support

About Radian
Radian Generation was founded in 2013 on the core principle of driving sustainable growth by providing focused
and professional asset management solutions for the renewable energy industry. During the formative years of
the renewable market, Radian’s founders fostered an acute awareness of the need for versatility, continuity and
resiliency in a third-party business model for managing projects expected to last for decades. In 2022, Radian
expanded to offer industry-leading services for asset management, compliance, cyber security, advisory and
software services for solar, wind, and energy storage developers and owners.

Charlotte Office (Headquarters)
5821 Fairview Road, Suite 201
Charlotte, NC 28209
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Telephone: 415-604-4035
Email: info@radiangen.com

